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INTRODUCTION 
by 

Harry B. Robinson, Chief Park Naturalist 
CILacier National Park 

This report consists of four separate parts, one on Field 

Heasurements, by Arthur Johnson, u. s. Geological Survey; one on Weather 

and Climate, by R. A. Dightma.n, u. s. Weather Bureau; an Introduction by 

Harry B~ Robinson, National Park Service; and a Hernorandum of a :Neeting 

at Helena, Montana, Harch 12, 19.57, to discuss glacier research in 

Glacier National Park, by 1,-falter A. Blenkarn, U. s. Geological Surveye 

The profile sheets, Figures l and 2, and the accompanying tables uere 

prepared by the u. s. Geological Survey. The report was assembled, 

mimeographed, and distributed by the National Park Service, Glacier 

National Park. 

The weather graph tb.at has been used in previous reports has 

been eliminated from this report. Also, a chal1ge has been made in the 

method of showing comparison between the precipitation at the storage 

gauges and the runoff' at the gauging station, The ))ercentage relations 

between runoff and precipitation as shown in t:.1e 1955 report (page 6) 

are based on different periods, and hence are not a true comparison. 

For example, the precipitation for the period August 27, 1949, to July 20, 

1950, is cm.1pared with the runoff for the period October 1, 1949, to 

September 30, 1950. Comparisons of this kind should be for corresponding 

periods. Hence, a new set of comparisons has been prepared for this 

report (see table, page 11). 
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The 1956 glacier measure1;1ents got under way on August 22, at 

Sperry Glacier. Tl1e surYey party consisted of Arthur Johnson, Chief, 

Water and Power Branch, Conservation Division, u. s. Geological Survey; 

David Holmes, Student Assistant, u. s. Geolozical Survey; and Park 

Naturalists ~Iarry Ro'tinson and Don Hobinson of Glacier :rational Park. 

The National Park ,_-~crvice representatives rema:.ned at Sperry only two 

days, makinG general observations and taking photot:,raphso The UoSoG,,S. 

members of the party, who made t..11.e i nstrument surveys, rema:Lned until 

the 2.5tha 

The Grinnell Glacier s1i_rvey began on June 27th and ended on 

the 3lst0 iviess:rs. Johnson and Holmes were assisted on this s 1J.rvey by 

Gordon c. Giles, also of the Ua s. Geological Survey. Park Naturalist 

Don Ro1:inson was with them part of tha time, taking photographs from 

photogra:phic points of earlier years. 



THE FIELD PROGRAN 
by 

Arthur Jol.inson, Chief, Water & Power Branch, 
Conservation Division, U. Sft Geological Survey 

Uashington, Dt>Co 

SPERRY GLACIER 

The last previous trip to the Sperry Glacier was made in 

1952. The results of the 1956 observations and measurements therefore 

cover a fo~r-year period. The cross profile and two longitudinal 

profiles were remeasured, the terminus remapped, and two marked 

boulders first located in 1949 were relocc.ted. A number of pictures 

were talcen to duplicate pictures taken in 1913, 1927, a.'1d 1936. 

The results of the 1956 field measurements are shown 

graphically on figure 2 with the corresponding results of previous 

years. Figure 2 also includes an outline map of the glacier on which 

are shO'W11 the locations of the profiles, the terminus for vari: .. s 

years, and the position of marked rocks. A table has also been in-

eluded to show the mean elevations for segments of the cross profile 

and the nain longitudinal profile for the years for which data are 

available,. The data for all the profile measurements that have been 

made to date are shown in the tables attached to figure 2~ 

PROFILES 

Cross iTofile: Reference to figure 2 showp the relationship 

between the 1956, 1952, and 1950 profiles and serves as a convenient 

basis for comparison. The 1949 profile is so nearly coincident with 

the 1950 profile that the differences cannot be readily shown 

graphically~ In comparing the 1956 and 1952 profile it is found 

that from the left or west edge to about station 300, the two are 

essentially the same; from station 300 to lSOO the 1956 profile was 



above that of 19.52 by as much as eight feet in places; from station 

1500 to 2600 the two were almost coincident; and from station 26:JO to 

the east or right edge the 1956 })rofile was again above that for 1952 

by amounts up to seven feeto 

A similar comparison of the 1956 end 1950 profiles shows 

that the 1956 pro.:'ile was uell above that for 1950 from the left er 

west edge to station 1700 with :ma:;;:irirurn differences up to 15 feetj 

from station 1700 to 2200 the 1956 and 19.~0 9rofiles as well as the 

1952 profile were much the same; and from station 2200 to the right 

or ea.st edge the 1956 profile was above tLat for 1950 with maY • ..imum 

differences up to 15 feet. The lowest part of the profile is at about 

station 1800 and it is of interest to note that for several hundred 

feet in this area there ·was no appreciable difference between the 

three profiles discussedn 

In comparing the 1952 and 1956 results with 1950 it must be 

kept in mind that the observations in 19.50 were made about a month 

later than those in 1952 and 1956. Even allowing for the ablation 

during that month interval it would appear that the 1956 profile would 

be considerably above the 1950 profile witl1 the exception of the cen

tral portion already mentioned. '.faethor or not this increase in sur

face elevation represents the beginning of a build-up in this area of 

the glacier or merely a. variation in the residual snowfalls from year 

to year is a point that can only be determined by r.10asureme11ts in 

future yearso 



Longitudinal Profiles: The two longitudinal profiles, for 

convenience in references, have been designated as Hoo 1 and No. 2. 

Their locations on the glacier are shown in .figure 2,, 

The changes that have occurred along longitudinal Profile 

No. 1 are readily apparent by reference to figure 2 ~nd are interest

ing to note., The lower portion of the glacier h'ls shown a c,.mtinue.:l 

decrease in surface elevation whereas the 1.:pper section indba.te.s a 

slight increase or build-up 0 The point of transition is a~prcxi.-rnately 

2,000 feet from the 1956 terminus of the glacier and near the point 

of j_ntersection of Longitudinal Profile No 3 l and the Cross Profile. 

Near the terraim.s the 1956 surface was as much as 35 feet below the 

1952 surface and as much as 40 feet below the 1950 surface. At ~ 

point about 750 feet from the 1956 tenninus the 1950, ~952, and 1956 

profiles intersect. '.i'he section innnediately upstream therefrom shows 

an int~rest.ing phenomen. 'i• The ridge paralleling the front, which has 

been a prominent feature of this glacier for many years, has been 

increasing in elevation and moving upelacier. The crest of this ridge 

was 16 feet higher in 1956 than in 1950 and was about 60 feet farther 

upglacier" The change between 1952 and 1956 was about an eight-foot 

increase in elevation and 30-40 foot movement upglacier,. Silnj.larly, 

the trough or depression 0 "1 the upper side of this ridge had likewise 

been moving upglacier. The lotv part of t .1is trough was about 100 

feet farther upglacier in 1956 than it was in 1950 and about three

four feet higher in elevation. The change in the position of the low 

point from 1952 to 1956 was about 75 feet and the bottom of the de

pression in 1952 was two to three feet higher than in 1956. Continuing 

up the glacier the 1956 surface was definitely below that of 1952 and 



1950 for the next six or seven hundred feet. From that point on the 

1956 surface was above that of 1952 and 1950 by varyi.ng a.mounts. The 

;nax:i.rm.rr11 difference between the 1956 and 1952 surfaces was about five 

feet wllereas the difference between the 1956 and 195'0 surfaces 11ra.s 

from 12 to 15 feet. As mentioned under the cror.;s }Jrofile any compari

son between 1956, 19;'.2, and 1950 must take int,:> account the difference 

in time of year at which the measurements w~re made v A1lowlng for 

this diffei~ence in ti.'lle observations, th~ available data in:licat.e 

that the upper part of the glacier, if not actually increasing in 

surface elevation, is at least holding its o'llm whereas the lower por

tion is definitely decreasj_ng in elevation .. 

Longitudinal Profile No. 2, previously measured in 19h7 

and 19 50, uas remeasured in 19 56 a~1d the results are shmm graphically 

on figure 2., Along this profi.le the ridge paralleling the f rci: t of 

the glacier had also moved upglacier but, unlike Longitudinal Profile 

No. 1, near the center of the glacier the crest of this ridge had 

decreased in elevation. The crest of the ridge in 1956 was practically 

100 feet .farther upglacier than iii 1947 and about 30 feet lower. The 

decrease in elevation was about 15 feet since 19500 There was a corres

ponding change in the position of the trough on the upper side of this 

ridgeo The 1947 and 1950 profiles extended 0 1ly a short distance beyond 

the low part of the depression or trough. In this short distance the 

1956 surface was about 30 feet lower than it was in 1947 and four or 

five feet higher than it was in 19500 If results for 1950 had been 

available they would probably not have been far different from those 

obtained in 1956. 



Hovement! Two rocks which were marked and located in 1949 

were found aad relocated in 19560 These rocks each showed a movement 

of about 80 feet during the seven~year period and in parallel directions; 

and each was lowered between seven and eight feet in elevatione As 

seen from figure 2 these rocks are located. a short distance upstream 

from and near the lowest part of the cross profile., The observations 

on these two rocks would indicate an annual movement of approximately 

ten feet per yearo Considering the shape of the glacier it is possible 

that a greater rate of :movement might occur about midway betueen these 

rocks end the west or left edge. It is doubtful that such movement 

would be at any ap;)recia~ly greater rate than that which was observed. 

The general observation can therefore be maC::.e that t he Sperry Glacier 

has a vei:r slow rate of annual movement.. It would be advisable to locate 

and mark additional rocks, or set dowels, in such position as to fnrnish 

data that would be representative of movement for the entire glacier., 

Terminal Recession: The entire ternrl.nus was remapped in 1956. 

An exact delineation of the t.rue tenninus was not possible as in a 

number of places there was a cover of residual snow from the previous 

winter which extended as fingers vci.rying distances down valley~ The 

most d01·mstream points sl1own for the terminus in 1956 would be considered 

somewhat indefinite as these are primarily snow fingers. The portions 

of the terminus that extend farthest upstream are actually along the 

edge of the ice and represent the true front in those particular areas. 

Near the center of the glacier the terminal recession was as much as 200 

feet since :i.952. Near eitJ.1er edge there were minor variations indicated 

but the general position was not far different from that in 1952. i'lo 

attempt has heen ;11ade to compute the average recession as was done in 
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some of the previous reports in view of the indefiniteness of some 

parts of the front as shown. The information obtained however does 

indicate that the terminal recession is continuing and is most pro

nounced near t.he center of the glacier. 







G.t1INUELL GLACIER 

The 1956 field program included the remeasurement of the two 

profiles which have been measured in previous years, the location of 

eight previously marke¢l. boulders so as to determine rate of movement, 

the taking of pictures with a phototheodolite for use in conpiling a 

map by the application of terrestrial photoerani.metric techniques, and 

the taking of pictures from a number of points to duplicate pictures 

taken in 1911, 1920, and 1936 to serve as bases of comparison and an 

approximate determination of changes that have occurred during the 

intervening yearso 

PROFILES 

The two profiles designated as Nor. 1 and Noo 2 were re-

measured and for the first time each ·was ca1~ried . across the entire glacier. 

The final point on Profile Noo 1 1·1as at the foot of a talus sk.1;'0 emanating 

from the cirque wall. The final point on Profile Hoo 2 was an estimated 

70 feet from the cirque wall as the steepness of the glacier surf ace and 

the dropping of small rocks from the cliffs made it too difficult and 

too hazardous to reach the actual edge of the clacier11 

For the current report a new illustration has been prepared, 

figure 1, on which have been drawn the 1956 profiles along with the 

1952 )refiles,. The latter were included as these extend farther across 

the glacier than any of the other profiles prior to 1956. The statisti

cal data on the changes in surface elevation of the glacier for segments 

of the two profiles have been included in tabular form on figure 1. 

Figure l also includes an outline map of the glacier on which are shown 

the location of the two profiles and locations of the marked rocks in 

the various years. The data for the profile measurements that have been 

made thus far are shoi-m on the tables attached to figure 1. 
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e Profile No. 1: As seen from figure 1, there was no significant 

difference between the 1956 and 1952 profiles in the first 400 feet from 

the initial point. Beyond this the 1956 profile was definitely lower 

than the 1952 profile and for the most part by about six feeto The 1950 

and 1952 profiles were essentially the same. The changes that have 

occurred in this profile during the period of record are sho-vm in the 

table of mean elevations on figure 1 and can be sun111arized as follows• 

As above stated, the 19.50 and 1952 profiles were essentially the samec 

There was an appreciable decrease from 1952 to 1953, varying from three 

to six feet. Since 19.53 the segment from station 100 to 500 had indicated 

a gradual increase with a total of slightly over two feet whereas the 

segments frofi1 500 to 1000 feet and 1000 to 1)00 feet have indicated a net 

lowering of about one foot, The reversal in slope and the depression 

in this profile near station 2000 are considered due to the stre.i111 that 

falls from the cirque wall onto t~e glacier near this area. 

Profile Noo 2: The conditions along Profile No 0 2 have re

mained much the same during the 1950-19.56 period as shmm by the table 

of mean elevations on figure lu The 1956 and 1952 profiles, which are 

shown graphically on figure 1, are essentially the same Tu.11.roughout with 

the exception of a slight increase indicated for 1956 in the first 400 

feet from the i:utial point. The tabular data show a decrease from 

19.52 to 1953 of fr01:i tuo to three feet, a change similar to that noted 

for Profile Ho. 1. This decrease has been recovered in subsequent 

years and the 1956 values a::'.'e practically ti"1e same as the 1952 values. 

As a matter of record attention is here called to an error 

that has been shown in the tabular data in pre-v-ious years. For 1952 

the r.1ean elevation of the segment of this profile from station 1000 to 

1500 has been shown as 6358~8 feot whereas the correct value is 6J6J ,. 8 .feet~. 



General: As pointed out in the 1955 progress report, in 

comparing the data for the various years ""Brtain factors should be 

kept in mind and the recorded figures not be taken too literally • 

.Among t..~ese s~ould be mentioned 'l.ll1avoidable errors or variations in 

field observatious, differences in the number and placement of observed 

points from year to ;;-ear, conditions under which the observations were 

made, and the variations in the dates of otservations. In plotting 

the data for indi·vidual years minor differences will be found between 

successive years but so far these differences have not been significant 

enough to indieate arry general over-all ch&nge in trend. The method of 

showing mean elevations for segments of the profile is believed to 

present the best surnmary of the observed data. 

In brief, the ooserved data indicate that for Profile No, 1 

there has been a lowering of the surface elevation since 1952 in amounts 

up to as much as six feet. For Profile No. 2 tl-ie changes in the sur

face elevations of the glacier have been within such narrow limits that 

it can be considered as being essentially the same throughout the six

year period 1950-1956. 

It is of interest to note that there l·Tas no essential differ

ence between 1952 and 1956 for Prof:i.le No. 2 whereas Profile No. 1 

showed a definite lowering during that period. The fact tl1at the latter 

is nearest the lake, which, as w:i.11 be explained later, appears to be 

the actual terminus, may have some significance. This may also indicate 

a condition similar to that observed on the Sperrjr Glacier, viz.,, that 

the section adjacent to the terminus is louering whereas the upper 

part remains much the same. The difference exhibited by these two 

profiles should be carefully watched in future years. It would be 
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advisable to establish a third profile about 1000 to 2000 feet south-

east of Profile No. 2 and appro.:ld.:mately parallel to it,. The measure-

ment of this additional profile along with the continued measurements 

of the two present profiles should serve to give a reliable record of 

what changes may be occurring over the entire glaciero 

:Mover.K:mt: Eight previously marked rocks were located. Each 

showed movement approi".irr.ately 35 to 40 feet per year and continuing in 

the sar,1e direction. 'r1..:ds direction is gene:mlly north or slightly east 

of north whereas what had been previously consiG.ered the terminus or 

front has a northwest-southeast direction. It now appears that this is 

more a lateral boundary or edge rather than a te:nninus. The actual 

terminus is the southern edge of the lake now forming the northern bor-

der of the glacier. It is of interest to note the.t the general direction 

of move.'llent indicated by the marked boulders is much the same a.s t;he 

direction of the two long, narrow scree areas shown on the 1950 u. s. 

G. s. maps. 

Terminal Recession: In some of the previous years field 

observations included a survey of a portion of the ter1ninus., In these 

observations and subsequent repor-C.s the terminus uas considered as the 

boundary or edge of the glacier extending southeastward from the lake 

at the northern border of the glacier. The alj_gnment of this bo1mdary 

is approximately normal to the valley. J..n vie-w of the direction of 

movement as shown bye the observations on marked rocks it would seem 

more logical to consider the actual tenninus as that port:i_on of the 

glacier ending in the lake and what previously ha.cl been ref erred to as 

the terminus as a lateral boundary. Some of the changes in this 

lateral boundary may not have had the significance attached to them at 
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the time of obse1"Vatio:.1. This boundary of the glacier is control1ed to 

some extent by the series of rock ridses and is roughly parallel to the 

strike of these ridges., The troughs between these ridges are five to 

six feet lower than the ridge crests., On several occe.sions it has been 

observed that the edge of the ice will be caEtilevered over a ridge 

crest as nni_ch as ten to 15 feet and then a wedge of ice will break 

away from the main body. This wedge, after breaking away, melts more 

rapidly tl1an the n~ain ice body and a new ice front soon results and 

gives the j_mpression that a considerable recession had occurred uhen 

in reality such was not the case. 

If the real terminus is in the lake as suggested 

the changes in it from year to year are not too meaningful unless the 

rate of recession or advance is ve~r pronounced in view of the varia

tions that result from time to time due to blocks of ice breaking away 

from the main body.. The presence of a large nuinber of blocks of ice 

in the lake indicate that this is a continuing processQ 

Tho foregoing coum1ents should be considered in relation to 

the results of terminal recession given in previous reports • 

..... 



USE OF PHOTOTHEODOLITE 

The mapping of glaciers by the use of terrestrial photo

grammetry r..as been considered for several years@ The Grinnell Glacier, 

in view of its accessibility and the availability of a map recently 

compiled by aerial photograrnmetry (1950 photographs) that could serve 

as a basis for comparison appeared to be a favoraole location to try 

this method. i1s explnined in the 1955 :progress report, an attempt was 

made that season but the necessa!"'IJ field work cou1d. not be completed 

due to adverse weather conditions. An at,tempt was again made in 1956 

and t~1e necessaI"'IJ photographs and control data were obtainedo The 

actual map compilation will be tmdertaken in the near f;..i.ture by the 

Topographic Division of tJ:1e Geological Survey. 

The application of terrestrial photogrammetry to the compila

tion of a topog-.caphic map requires stereoscopic pairs of photogr: ~)hs 

taken from one or more base lines of known length, position, and 

elevations of end points. The pictures are usually tc.:.ken normal to 

tl1e base line, and if greater coverage is required ad.di tional pictures 

are taken at known deviations to left or right of normal. The direc.

tion or azimutl1s of corresponding pairs of photographs from the ends 

of a base line must be parallel 0 The length of bc,se lines selected 

is clei1endent on the area to be ma9ped and the detail desired in the 

map. The usual requirements are that the r.1ost distant part o.f the 

area to be mapped shall be within twenty times the length of the base 

line. There is a "dead space" immedj_ately in front of the camera 

stations in which there is no stereoscopic coverage. This dead space 

extends to about five times the length of the base. For e.xample, with 

a 300-.foot base line the area that could be mapped wou.ld extend from 
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e 1500 feet to 6000 feet beyond the camera stations. In actual practice 

an effort is made to determi.ae t l1e horizontal and vertical positions 

of two or three points in each stereoscopic pair that are readily 

recognizable in the photograph to serve as control j_Joints in the 

compilation. 

'!'he equi~xnent used was a Wild T~2 phototheodoli teo The pic

turem. taken with tl1is instrument subtend a horizontal angle of about 

43 degrees and a vertical angle of about 28 degreeso 

As explained in the 1955 report, a base line for the camera 

stations was selected on the hizh morainal ridge north of the glacier., 

The length of this base line could not be measured with a tape due to 

the rugged terrain. A base 1il1e was measured in a comparatively flat 

area between the morainal ridge and the glacier. From this base line 

the length and elevation of the base line for the camera statfont:. was 

deterI1tlned by triangulation. 

In order to obtain the required photographic coverage two 

base lines were required, one long and one short. In view of the ter

rain conditions the possible lo ca tio;.1s were lir:ii ted. A plan therefore 

was selected using three camera stations on the same straight line as 

illustrated below. 

F1I served as t he long base line and FG as the short base line. 



--
Six points, well distributed ovE:r the gl::cier, were selected 

anG these positions and elevations determined by triangulation for use 

as check or control points in the stereoscopic co::npila.tion. 

The use of t he phototheodolite promises to have other appli

cations in glacier studies in addition to t hat of ma::i compilation. 

The study o:C' ea:..~ly pictures of a glacier along with photo

theodoli te pictures taken at or near the same locat ion can ena;::le the 

development of a map that would show with reasonable accuracy the 

glacier boundaries at the time of the early pictm1 cs as well as a 

fairly good approximation of the topography of the glacier surfaceo 

In cases where a complete li18.p may not be practicable or 

desirable the locat:l.ons and elevations of selected points for use in 

developing a profiJ.e or detennining movement or for othe1~ pt1rposes can 

be obtained by using phototheodolite pictures with a photo-alidade. 

In this application tho same results can be obt2.ined in the office 

with pictures as would be obtained by plane table triangulation in the 

field. In fact, b~- locating sufficient points contours could be 

sketched in a manner similar to field procedures~ 

16 
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GRil'JNELL GLACIER, MONTANA 

PRECIPITATION - RUHOFF COilPARISONS 

---· 
Number Precipitation Runoff 

Period of days (inches) y (inches) 'El 

Aug 0 27, 1949 - July 20, 1950 327 125ol 871&0 

July 21, 1950 - Sept" 3, 1950 45 108 25oO 

Septo 4, 1950 - July 24, 1951 324 11507 84.4)8 

July 25, 1951 - Sept0 12, 1951 50 8.7 20.6 

Septg 13, 1951 - July 15, 1952 307 99,..6 69~8 

July 16, 1952 - July 31, 1953 381 106,.9 10109 

Aug. 1, 1953 - Sept. 4, 1953 35 J~4 15;il 

Sept. 5, 1953 - Aug. 5, 1954 335 1.34~,8 92.,2 

Aug. 6, 1954 - Sept. 27, 1954 53 ·19(;0 23o0 

Sept. 28, 195L~ - Aug., 10, 1955 317 89.2 82.2 

Aue,, 11, 1955 - Aug" 7, 1956 363 100.,7 99.02 

Aug. 15, 1955 <• Augo 7, 1956 359 152083 97.33 

y Heasured at storage precipitation gauge near end of horse trail 0.,4 
mile fror,1 glacier. 

b/ Iieasured at gauging station at outlet o:f Grinnell Lake 0 

"§/ Original gauge. Was undergoing repair August 11-14, 1955; no 
appreciable precipitation during this period. 

:!} Hew installation. 
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GRINNELL GLACIER STUDIES, A PROGI1ESS REPORT 
AS RELATED TO CLD1ATE * 

by 
R. Ao Dightrnan, State Climatologist, 
U0 S0 Weather Bureau, Helena, Montana 

Abstract 

A description of the efforts to obtain data affecting the 

behavior of Griri_._'1ell Glacier, Glacier National Parle, including precipi-

tation, temperature, runoff from the glacier basin, and actual surveys 

of the ice body, is folloued by a tabulation of some of the data so far 

observed. The possibility that observci.tions to date point toward a 

renewal of gJacier activity in the Northwest is developed, followed by 

a discussion of recent trends toward cooler weather in the north-

western parts of Europe and North .America, and in the case of north-

western Horth America, wetter as well. 

Introduction 

In an earlier report (1) Beatty and the author covered some 

of the background of the program for measurernents and studies of some 

of the glaciers in Glacier National Park. The 1952 report contained 

data through 1951, discussed findings from measurements, and compared 

observed climate trends for a 57-year period with glacier behavior and 

with Willettts (2) tentative forecasts. At a time when many Pacific 

Northuest glaciers are beginning to show definite growth, as reported 

by Bengtson (3), Hubley (4), Harrison (5) and others, it is appropriate 

to report on the first seven years of observations of precipitation and 

runoff in connection 1-v.i.th measurements and observations of the behavior 

of Grinnell Glacier, Glacier National Park. 

* Paper presented at the 148th meeting of the .American Hetenilogical 
Society in .Asheville, North Carolina, October 301 1956; also, pub
lished in the Monthly Weather R.aview, Vol. 84, No., 9, Sept. 1956 
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While actual measurements of Grinnell Glacier were started by 

the National Park Service in 1932 at about the time the rate of reces

sion during the first half of the current century was approaching its 

maxinru .. ~, and there are photographs of this glacier several years before 

the turn of the century showing roughly its extent at that time, data 

on precipitation and runoff for the glacier basin are available only 

since 1949c The history of the project covered in the earlier report 

(1) will not be repeated here. The present report will be confined to 

bringing the earlier summary up to data, to comparing observations with 

later climate trends, and to a discussion of the pur-:ioses of the work. 

Development of Project since 1950 

A Weather Bureau Standpipe Seasonal Storage Precipitation 

Gauge (now known as Grinnell Glacier fill), installed on August 27, 1949, 

about 2,000 feet NIIB of the location of one of the fronts of the e;lacier 

at that time, produced its first seasonal total when the measurement 

made on July 20,, 1950 showed a catch of 125el inches. The glacier, 

located in a cirque opening roughly to the north and northeast, has had 

its main terrrrl.Ims in recent ;rears in a deep pool at the north end of 

the cirque, and glacier elevations on September 1, 1950 ran from 6,403 

feet (melt pool) to around 7,300 feet at the southern (highest) end. 

The cirque is bounded on west and south by the Garden Wall, much of 

which runs between 8,ooo and 9,000 feet elevations. While the glacier 

now flows mostly northward, old moraines indicate that at recent maxim.um 

size (around 1890), it had an eastward direction of movement at the 

terminus. Moraines indicate that the storage gauge is located only 

about 100 feet from one earlier extension of the glacier. 
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This storage gauge functioned well until the exceedingly heavy 

snows of the 19,SJ ... 54 season resulted in lateral movement of the snow pack 

around the gauge, damaging the drain assembly, and loosening the con

crete foundation. This damage was repaired during the 1955 suimner 

season, an additfonal 5 ... ft. section was added to the gage, a larger 

foundation was built and the drain assembly was shielded to protect 

against future lateral movement of snow. (See Figse 1 and 2). At the 

same time a second gage (Grinnell Glacier #2) was installed about 3,,000 

feet SSE of #1, the sru-;ie gage height (21! ft) as #lo Windshields are 

not used on either as experience during the first ·two seasons at f,~l site 

showed that such shields could not withstand the severe winds in this 

area. Establishment of the second gage was expected to show important 

differences in precipitation, and the first seasonal measurement seemed 

to ve:.:~ .fy that expectation (see Table l~)I) Reasons for the larger 

catch at the new site are probably many, and interrelated in several 

ways, but it is not unreasonable to observe that since the second site 

is nearer to the u:pper end of the glacier it could have been expected 

to be in an area of heavier precipitatio;.1. There is also some doubt 

as to the completeness of the #1 catch for the season. 

During the 1951 and 1952 sur:wer seasons a cotton region shelter, 

extreme thermometers, a.'1.d a hygrothermograph were used at the #1 site 

and a record of daily high and low temperatures was made during those 

summers only (the shelter was destroyed by porcupines before the 1953 

season began). Some pertinent temperature notes appear in Taole 2~ 

A continuous (throughout the year) tempGrature record was started by 

the u. s. Geological Survey in 1951 at the gaging station on Grinnell 

Creek about a mile from the glacier and about 1,400 feet lower than the 



melt pool, but little work thereon has been done so far. It is inter

esting to note in Table 2 the difference in average temperature 

between Grinnell Glacier and nearby stations for the same months,. The 

u. s. Geological Survey has measured ru.nof.f from the glacier basin 

Oe4 sq. mi.,) since 1949, and these data appear in Table 3. While the 

glacier itself currently covers only about 270 acres, its area in 1900 

was 600 acres, or just about a square nile. The gaging station on 

Grinnell Creek could not be located nearer the glacier because of im

possible winter operating coaditions that exist at other sites. The 

runoff reccrds are of excellent quality, and reflect in at least some 

degree the behavior of the glacier. In late summer, for .. oxample, the 

glacier furnishes the larger part of Grinnell Creek's flow 0 

All these data, including precipitation and temperature by 

the Weather Bureau,, temperature and runoff by the u. s. Geological 

Survey, and actual surveys and measurements by the National Park Service 

will contribute much to our knowledge of cl~nate and glacier relation

ships in the years to come - although it must be adrnitted that 6 or 1 

years is certainly not very long in the sense of geological time. How

ever, such data as have been accumulated so far already appear to have 

some significance, considering the well-documented growth of many 

Western North America glaciers during recent years. 

Gla.cier Activity in Western u. S., During Recent Years 

Bengtson (3), Hubley (4), and Harrison (5) have reported 

increased glacier activity over much of the Uestern u. s. during recent 

years., Beatty and Johnson (6), in their annual reports of Glacier 

Hational Park glacier observations and measurenents, have pointed out 

that the rapid recession noted during the 1930 and 1940 decades bas 



• 
halted, and since 1950 there has been some evidence of increased 

activity. Spectacular growth of Coleman Glacier on Mount Baker in 

the Northern Cascades has been observed, and increased volume of others 

in this area has been reported. Activity of glaciers has increased as 

far south as the Central Sierras and as far east as the Northern Rockies. 

This change in general glacial behavior, covering at least several years 

over a large area, mus·~ have some climatic significance. Glaciers in a 

sense are integrators of climate for several years, ioe,, it takes more 

than one year's weather to make an appreciable contribution to glacial 

growth or ablationo 

Climate Trends in the Area Around Glaci.~r National Park 

In the earlier report (1) 10-year moving averages of average 

temperature and precipitation for the entire .State of rfontana were used 

to establish some short.-range trends o In an effort to localize the 

application of these trends while bringing them up to date through 1955, 

several 10-year moving averages for single stations are shown in Figs. 3 

and 4.. Their similarity to the trends shom1 in (lj is apparent, and the 

marked agreement of the trends between stations is noteworthyo They all 

confirm the observation that the weather around Glacier national Park 

has been markedly cooler and wetter since about 1946 than during the 

period of rapid glacier ablation noted in the Hest for about :lO years 

after 19250 

Whether or not these observed trends are o.nly a mi.l1or flue-

tuation in the larger Northern Hemisphere warming trend, touched upon 

by many authors, which is variously described as lasting from 100 to 

200 years, we do know that there is a well-·established short~range trend 

toward cooler weather in the Northwest. The general assumption that 
' 



e the warming trend continues unabated in all areas of the Northern 

Hemisphere (most recently by Gilbert N. Plass C7» probably requires 

qualification to recognize the observed changes. The conclusion that 

the changes are real is supported by our knowledge of glacier behavior 

in the affected area for the last 10 years 0 

It is generally agreed that there is geological evidence that 

periods of glacial advance and recession on varying scales have followed 

each other at intervals of several hundred or thousands of years 

through the Pleistocene Age, and an accompanying change in climate is 

a corollary of that lmowledge. Hans Ahlmann said in 1948 that results 

of excavations in southernmost Greenland seemed to him to justify the 

conclusion that at no tDne since the year 1400 had the climate been so 

favorable as it had been since the 1920's., However, this long trend 

toward warmer cl:L"llate, if it has not already done so, will reverso it

self eventually as such trends already have reversed themselves several 

times within the last few thousand years. Ahlmann (8) in 1952 pointed 

out that the culmination of climate ir~provement had been reached in 

many places in the 1930 or 1940 decades, and a trend to colder climate 

had started in Northwestern Europe. The important question, which 

probably will have to wait many years for an answer, is 11Is the trend 

actually reversing i tsel.f in Northwestern Europe and :L.J. northwestern 

parts of the North .A.."llerican Continent? 11 The extent to which we can 

answer that question now seems to be that the wanning trend has suf

fered at least a temporary interruption over sizable areas. 

The periods with which we are working are extremely small on 

the scale of geological time. It will be many years, perhaps as many 

as 200 or 300, before our file of climate information will contain data 



~ for a long enough1period to permit reasonably full correlation be·tween 

climate and glaciation. In the meantime, it appears that our know

ledge of climate history can be increased by additional studir:is lea1ing 

to a more complete picture of glacier activ~.ty dur ing the las-t t11ousand 

years or so. Ahlmann (9) said 11The relaticn1s between glaciers and 

climate are highly complicated and still far from clear" Until we 

have solved the problerr.s of the existence and variation in size of 

glaciers, their st:ructure, movement, and other features, we cannot 

fully ···.ti:.'.:::'. i them as the climatological registe:L'S they really are" o 



--
SUi-lNARY 

The work done so far on Grinnell Glacier is a start toward 

eventual accui.mlation of sufficient data for studies of the relation

ships between glacier and clililate behavior in thi::i Glacier Nati.onal Park 

area of the United States. The almost seve.n yea:c·s of data acculllulated 

so far are a ve:r:,' small bet:;inning - aL11ost insi~nificant when considering 

the many years the.t appear involved in most major glac:tal cycles. Addi

tional worlc can be done, however, in dating the several termin::tl 

moraines of Grinnell to establish more of a .i.dstorJ of the activity of 

that glacier than is now know~ and in defining the approach to building 

a file of climat'3=glacier data so that our successors a century or two 

in the future will have something with which to works 

It seems possible tr.at the measur,~ments of p);-ecipitation.:. 

runoff, and the glacier itself have been started at a turning point in 

the glacier's histol"Jo mi.ether it is a major reversal or a temporary 

interruption of a war;.·,J.ing trend, only tiiile ·will tell. In the meantime 

this cooperative project of studying Grinnell Glacier and accumulating 

data, participated in to date by the National ?ark Service, the u. s. 

Geological Survey, and the U., s .. ~leather Bureau, holds real hope for 

improving our ability to use glaciers as climatic indexes, and for 

increasing cur understanding of climatic changes, of which glacier 

growth and ablation are only one resulto 
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Table 1 
Record of Precipitation J.ieasurements Adjacent to Grinnell Glacier 

Season Ending 
(year and date) 

1950 7/20 

1951 7/24 

1952 7/15 

1953 7/31 

1954 8/5 

1955 8/lO 

1956 8J7 

#1, Est. 8-27-4$ : 
Seasonal Total : 

#2: Est(; 8, ,15".,5~ 
Se,:i,,3ona] Total 

_______ Pr_. e~ipi tatj~ (:ln) Precipitation ( i~1) 
·-· - ---·· .. - ·· -

125.05 (11 illO c,, J 

117..59 

109.27 

1061193 

138.20 

108.22 

100~11 152(,83 

************************************ 

Table 2 
Grinnell Glacier (#1) Temperature Records °F~ 

--· Averag'..i- Averags -~ 
Year . Morr0h : Naxim:;xm Hinir,1uin . Ave~agG H:.:..ghest. Lowest -· . -
19,51 .Auge* 58o5 39e2 48()9 82 29 

1952 Aug,.-~:- 641,8 43e7 54.3 79 29 

* August was the 0:11y complete temperature record month in both years s 

1951 tt3lllperatures observed July 25-Sept. 10 period, highest 82, lowest 26 

1952 temperatures observed July 9-Sept .~ 16 lJeriod; highest 82, lowest 29 

August He~ Temp'2ratures at Nearby Statio~s Compared with Grinnell #1 

Grinnell #1 Summit Babb 6 NE West Glacier Pole bridge 
Year (ele 6~2381 (el" 5~213) i,e].o 4~300) _(elo 3a.154) (el. 3,,690) 

1951 48.,9 53,.2 55 .. 1 60(>1 57 .. 0 

1952 54o3 54o7 57.0 61~9 58o5 



Table 3. 
Runoff from Grinnell Glacier Basin (3.4 sq. mio) 

_ _ ,..._+,...---::y_..-...,..,,=--din..-:.,--.---. --~R-~f:::": .... ~.-":::"..,.- h----------R ff' . . ·-cr-::f ·ri-.-. --11 trva ..,er ear ;m g • uno :r in me. es : " uno.:. . in -"' cL. ·...r!: J.nne 
__ Sep_t_em_, b_e_r __ 3_o _______ o_f_P_r_e_c_i ... pi_· t_a_t_·ion #1 2!}~:1;_,,:.t~·:'.:i.?:.;~i: · ~i__ 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

106.54 

104.98 

B9o59 

97.16 

ll0.54 

941}29 

10207'! 

~ preliminary, subject to correctiono 

85 

89 

82 

(,, 
..; .. •-

80 

87 
¢ 

lCJ -*· 

* indicates that seasonal catch might not have been complete~ due 

possibly to capping or icing of gage orifices Runoff in 1956 

water year was 67% of catch of 152 0 83 in gage #20 
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·y E ~\ R 
Figu.r@ 3.. '?en-yee.z moviwJ &ve1"'agea ,of annual mean te~per~1ture 1 
!'!i:a.O.b ten year period ~ndiug wit h y11HU." indieat(')d by ~•J:uroi~m{: 
1. Kali.Lipe 11; 2.. Meal. a.v~:ruga (weigh t f:)d) for 1.-iontans; 
5. West G.laci.er; 4. Fo:ft in~. 

(29) 
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Agenda 

1. A review of what has been done and purpose behind each of 

these projects. 

11. Definition of our long range object~ .Yes~ 

111. Discussion how best we can work tow '.rd these objectivss .. 

la. Johnson -- Gave a brief res..nn.e of the part taken by 

the Geological Slll"'vey in glacier measurements :i.n C-lacier Natfonal Park. 

He explained the.t the initial interest of -J~he Geol.ogical Survey resulted 

from a discussion with i'ir. G. L. Parker, then Chief Hydra'.l.1ic Engineer, 

hr$ Heidel and himseli' while at a meeting in Spokane dm ing the summer 

of 191.i4. Hr. Heidel mentioned that he understood that the Pa.rk Service 

was making some observations and measurements on glaclers withjn Glacier 

National Park but was not familiar with tht=i detailso H:c., Parker sug

gested that it would be desirable for the Geological Survey to cooperate 

with the National Park Service in securing records of glaciers in 

Glacier National Park in a manner similar +,o that in op2ration in lit.., 

Rainier National Park. He further suggested that the matter be dis

cussed with the Park Service personnel in Glacier National Park. 

Accordingly, Hr e Tuttle and lir ~ Heidel, on their return trip fi~om 

Spokane to Helena, called at Glacier Park Headquarters on August 2, 1944. 

As a result of this call and resulting correspondence, arran&ements were 

made for Mr. Johnson to accompany Hr!> Beatty, the Park Naturalist, on 

the annual trip to the glaciers under observation during the early part 

of September. lir. Beatty had been transferred to Cfl.acier National Park 

that same summer so this was to be his first trip. Trips were made to 

the Sperry, Jackson, and Grinnell Glaciers on September 4, 5, and 6, 

respectively. :dr. Heidel joined the party on the trip to the Sperry 



~ Glacier. An attempt was made to get to the Agassiz Glacier on Sep

tember 8 but due to unfamiliarity with the rout.e of access it was not 

:possible to reach it~ At the Sperry, Jaclrnon and Grinnell Glaciers, 

several linear measurenents were ma.de from p :;1 eviously marks.'! ;~' )inr,r: 

to the ice front and a nm.1ber of pictures 1; ,:;re k.ken. In 19L) the 

fronts of the Sperry and Grinnell Glaciers i-V'~' re mapped with ci. ;:lane 

table and several points were marked in the area downstream f : ·um the 

glacier which could be conveniently occupied in f:u.bseq_u.t'mt. ye:ars for 

remapping the ice fronts. This plan has provGd to be a i.~e.r.y dasirable 

method of recording changes in the termini ,, Profiles alung d.3fini te 

lines have been measured on the Sperr.r G:.1.acier in 19~.9"' 1950~ 1952 and 

1956; and on the Grinnell Glacier in 1950: 1952 and a!lnUd.lly sinca then. 

Some data on movement have been obta,i~1ed oD. each glaci.e.:::- o 

Dre J. 1,, Dyson, who was then employed as a R.aP.ger-,NaL,J.alist, 

made plane table 1naps of the Grinnell, Sperry and Jackson Glaciers :b 

1937, 1938 and 1939 respectively. Unfortunately, no permanent reference 

marks were established at the t:ir11e of these surveys so a dafinite correla

tion between them and subsequent sur-ve;;-s ha3 not been possible., Drs 

Dyson also did some addi tio~1al r;1apping on tl1e Gr:L."1nell and Sperry Gla

ciers in 1946. 

Aerial photographs of a nmnber of glaciers -: rere taken in 

1950 and 1952 by the Forest Service from l ii.ssoi.:la, on. a repay basise 

A map from the 1950 photographs was compiled by the Forest Service for 

the Jackson Glacier. Haps based on the 1950 photographs were compiled 

and published by the Geological Survey for the Grinnell and Sperry 

Glaciers. 

The possibility of applying terrestrial photograrnmetric 

techniques for recording and measur:J:n.g glacier changes is now being 



considered. Photographs were obtained with a phototheodolite of the 

Grinnell Glacier in 1956. Arrangements a1·e under way for t.'le compila

tion of a map from these p:Lctures. If this method proves to be 

practicable, it offers many applications in the recording of glacier 

changes. 

A collection of old photographs of a nurnoer of glaciers in 

Glacier National Park are available for study. Some of these were taken 

in the 1880ts~ Some of the photographs taken since about 1900 hold pro

mise of being usable in the mapping of the glacier boundaries t,hrough 

the application of terrestrial photogrammetric techniques. 

The purpose of the work, at least at its inception, was 

pr:L.mrily documentar"J with the thou1;;ht that eventually this data would 

be useful in the study of glacier changes and climatic variations. 

lb. Robinson -- T'ne principal interest of the National Park 

Service in glacier research is interpretative. Accurate data is desired 

for historical purposes and for giving inforr,:ation to park visitors. 

Grinnell Glacier is the most accessible of all the park 

glaciers and consequently is of the most interesto An average of 55 

persons per day visited this glacier during the 1956 park season. 

The Park Service is interested in continuation of the investi

gation and has requested that ~~1000 per year be used for glacier re

search in connection ·with its 11Nission 6611 program. 

le.. Stermitz - The gaging station below Grinnell Glacier was 

suggested by Johnson and Heidel~ The station was installed on Grinnell 

Creek below Grirmell Lake in 1949. Continuous records of good quality 

have been obtained thereafter. This station is closer to a glacier than 

any other in the United States. Continuous air temperature records have 

been obtained at the gc:.ge site since July 25, 1951. 



Summer precipitation measurernents with a tipping bucket rain 

gage were started in 1956. In general this work has been financed by 

research funds of the Geological Survey. 

Snow surveys have been :1ade in the Swiftcurrent Creek basin 

(of which Grinnell Creek is a tributary) since 1922. These !1ave been 

made by the Geolog;ical Survey in cooperation with the Hater n.esources 

Branch, Departrnent of lforthern Affairs and National Resources, Canada. 

The snow survey results have been used to predict the sli...'11lner flow of 

Swiftcurrent Creek to aid in the operation of the St., l!.fa!'"IJ and 1..d.lk 

River irrigation projects in Canada and United States. 

Gaging of the runoff immediately belou the glacier was con

sidered too difficult to be practicale It was decided to investigate 

further in 1957 to see if there actually is any possibility of directly 

gaging this flow. 

Heidel commented ti.1at his interest in the glacial research 

was ~Jrompted by a desire to learn whether or not the recession of 

glaciers may eventually cause any effect on average stream flow. This 

is of importance in connection with the Hilk River project in Uontana 

and several large irrigation developments in Canada. 

ld. Dightman -- In the s·.unmer of 1949 A. H. Tuttle, District 

Engineer, U. s. Geological Survey, Helena, Eontana and Heidel called on 

Dightman and explained how the glaciers were being measured in Glacier 

Park. The 'l1eather Bureau then became interested in the project and in

stalled a precipitation storage gage near Grinnell Glacier in August 

1949. Heasurements by dip stick have been made at intervals since 1949 

and the total yearly precipitation catch has been measured between the 

annual recharging dates. The gage has usually been recharged in late 

July or early August. 



IIyg1·0-tllermograph records were obt<:'.i.L1ed at a site 1-:ear the 

precj.pi ta-t.ioa gage ir~ the surnr,;e:.·s of 1951 and 1952,, 

'rhe drc-.in valve on the precipitation storage gage was darnar:;ed 

by heavy snow load in 1953 and enon::;h leakage occurrec1 so t~mt it was 

l1ec:::ssa:::J7 to estj_\i1ate t.:r.e catch by a method described by Dightliian as 

the II Salt densit~,~ 111etllod11 • 

Several of the other difficulties e:iq)eriEmced in obtaining 

precipitation and hyg:;.•o-therrnogra;?h records under the severe weather 

conditfons that occur j_n this area ;Jei·e desc:dbed by Di2:htr11ci.n. He also 

explained in deto.il how the precipit ation stora.::;e gage is drai ned and 

recharged. A seco::d precipitation storac;e gage was installed southeast 

of the first one, so:.-11e what nearer the glacier, i11 1955 .. 

'l'he 1955-56 catcl1 at this one was about 50% mo:ce than at t:1e 

lJo. 1 ga ;;e., Neither of tl"e t wo ga~es are s hiel ded at present because 

the Weather-Bureau t;y~)e shield instci.lled on the oi•iginal gage was bac1.ly 

damaged .. 

The Ueati1er Bureau i s interested .i.n this uork from two points 

of view, i.,e.,: 

l(> Glaciers as clir.:a tic indicators, 

2. Cliiiat e of hit;h altitude basins,. 

II~ Leier -- Proposed a st2.tement of tl:1e long ra.ng:e ob ject-

ives of the various a:,encies.. The objccti7es 1-re:re concurred in and are 

given below: 

A. To obtain infor:.:a tion a bout t i.'1e gla cier s t hat. :rill ce of 

general interest to visitors in the lJational Park., 

B. To ootain sufficient inforr.;a.tion so the present state of 

health of the glaciers is precisely knmm9 



c. To obtain data so the behavior of the glaciers can be 

determined in the light of clii11atic trends. 

D. To continue observations and obtain any necessary addi

tional data so that an analysis can be made of the cU.ma.te 

and hydrolog;>'" of the truly alpine basin above the Grinnell 

Creek gaging station. 

111. Discussion of the objectives outlined above followed: 

Under lla. Robinson said that Park visitors are most inter

ested in the depth, area and movement of the glaciers. A frequent 

question is the depth of crevassese 

Heier said that crevasses may occur as deep as 165 feet and 

could be much deeper though depths of over 100 feet are relatively rare. 

Depth of a crevasse is determined by speed of extension of the ice. 

Deep crevasses occur only where the flow is very rapid,. 

It is vital to know more about glacial movement. Determina

tion of the velocity of movement along with other data will permit 

computation of the ice thiclmess within reasonai)le lilai ts of accuracy, 

about 20 percentc 

The ice depth can be obtnined by seismic methods but because 

of transportation difficulties this would probably prove to be quite 

expensive. 

Under llb. -- We shovJ.d know the regimen of the glaciers. 

To obtain this for Grinnell Glacier it was suggested that at 

least one more profile of the surf ace of the glacier be obtained near 

the east side., This will rr:ake a total of three profiles all of' which 

should be extended to the rock wall of the cirque. 
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of transportation difficulties this would probably prove to be quite 

expensive., 

Under llb. -- We should know the regimen of the glaciers. 

To obtain this for Grinnell Glacier it was suggested that at 

least one more profile of the surf ace of the glacier be obtained near 

the east sidee This will reake a total of three profiles all of which 

should be extended to the rock wall of the cirque. 
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The dimensions of the glacieras surface may be more accurately 

and rapidly obtained by use of the phototheodolite if it proves to be 

satisfactory. Johnson said funds can probably be obtained for continua

tion of yearly measurements of at least Grinnell Glacier. 

Velocity-ablation dowels set on the lower 2/3 of the glacier 

can produce a fair answer as to the regimen of Grinnell Glacier. A 

minimum of 8 stakes alon[ profile lines were suggested. ·wooden dowels 

about li inches in diameter (saJile as drill size) about 10 feet long 

should be satisfactoryo 

Heier suggested that each year at the time of the Grinnell 

survey the elevation and location of these clowels as well as the ci.mount 

that each one projects above t he ico s1.J.rface be measured. Also that a 

map be obtained of the firn line and that the regimen of the firn be 

obtained by an annual snow survey of the firn aloac: at least two :.f 

the profiles~ Solmciings with a sma.11 rod at other points would also 

be desirable. 

Inforraation as to the rate of ablation micht be obtained b:;r 

an ablado-graph. It was decided that use of this instrument would 

not be tried on Grinnell Glacier at presento 

Discussion followed as to the expense ru1d means of accom

plishing these suggestions. It was decided that we would try to 

obtain the infonnat ion sucgested by IIeier~ 

Robinson inquired as to literature which might be available 

on glacier behavior. :t-leier stated most good literature was foreign 

and no translations are available, b"cct "Physics of the :C:arth-IX Hydro

logy--, Clia.pter V by o. E. lleinzer 11 provides the best information in 



English on this subject. Meier said he would furnish a copy of 

abbreviated instructions on determination of glacier regimen to all 

asencies in attendanceo 

Under lla. -- It was generally agreed among those present 

that Grinnell Glacier is so inaccessible in April and liay that it will,, 

for the present nt least, not be practical to attempt to obtain data 

on the glacier near the end of tlle snow accur.mlation periodg 

It was decided that it would be wort:1while to obtain a summer 

temperature record near t: ... e No 9 1 precipitation storage gage. Dightman 

said another hygro-therr;1ograph installation u:Lll be recommend.ed for as 

early as possible in 1957. 

i.leier suggested that di-stick read:i.ng3 be obtained at the 

;Jrecipitation storage gages as early in the sur:ir11er as possible, also 

at the tir:ie of the glacier survey and as late in the smnmer as P ~· :osible. 

Dightman. saL that he would recorrmend that the Heather Bureau install 

stronger shields on the gages either this year or next. 

It was decided to investigate :11eans of measuring annual 

precipitation near Granite Park Chalet and ai;, a lm:er elevation, near 

the Grinnell Creek gaging sta.tion 0 The lattor would supplernent the 

sunn;1er precipitation data now being collectGd at this site. 

Although the data collection nou in procress and suggested 

for early installation is inadequate to intm·~Jret glacier behavior in 

the light of climatic trends, continuation is considered justified in 

view of more detailed work that might be undertaken in the future. 

UndeE, _ _lld., -- Present observations and additional data will 

be obtained where possible with the goal of eventually being able to 

analyze the climate and hydrology of the alpine basin. Because of the 
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expense and amount of data required, it is not known when this goal 

will be reached. 

le Program as it stands is of great value, and fulfills worthwhile 

purpose., 

2. Projects that a:..~e underway should be con~0inued. in essentially the 

same pattern. 

3o A few additions to these projects would allow more definite con-

clusions about some aspects of' the program. 

For Grinnell Glacier these are: 

a. Installation and measurement of velocity-ablation stakesc 

b. riap of firn limit and regimen determinations~ 

c., An additional stadia profile. 

d. Si.muner tem)erature records at the glo.cier!! 

e. Heasure of summer precipitation at the glacierQ 

·'I /3 

I,.. 

W'=l.J.ter A. Blen.l{arn 
Sat:retary, ad hoc 



SPERRY AND GRINNELL GLACIER PROFILES 



• SPERRY GLACIER e 
e I..ongi tudinal P1·ofile No. 1 

Aug. 301. 1949 ~eEt· !91. 1950 Aug. 19, 1952 Aug. 24, 1956 
Distance El~vation Distance Elevation Distance Elevation Distance Elevation 
from from from from 
initial (feet) initial (feet) initial (feet) initial (feet) 
point point point point 
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet) 

Upglacier from initial point 
838 7734.6 
777 7709.6 
724 7687.4 1183 7900.9 
647 7660.5 863 7751.1 1096 7864.7 
583 7637 8 761 7711.8 981 7812.2 
514 7618.0 682 7681.2 855 7754.2 

557 7627.5 432 7601.l 591 7649.8 732 7703.8 
491 7611.0 364 7589.4 491 7620.5 611 7662.2 
398 7593.8 292 7578.1 393 7600.3 519 7632.9 
306 7579.4 218 7566.4 293 7583.6 391 7601.4 
209 7563.9 136 7552.0 190 7566.0 246 757().9 
lo8 7545.8 59 7538.0 93 7548.2 150 7558.6 

0 !I 7526.8 
" 

0 !I 7526.8 o~ 7530.6 0 !I 7528.5 

Downglacier from initial point 
99 7509.7 94 7510.1 0 7530.6 98 7507.9 

e 202 7495.6 192 7496.1 110 7510.3 255 7484.5 
305 7483.3 286 7485.0 213 7495.9 358 7473.4 
415 7474.1 365 7477.1 320 7483.1 467 7460.9 
519 7466.5 449 7468.5 424 7472.6 546 7453.5 
741 7440.1 518 7460.4 535 7460.9 610 7446.3 
843 7446.9 597 7452.4 684 7449.3 658 7456.8 
939 7445.7 711 7443.1 784 7456.2 750 7464.3 

1033 7437.8 757 7445.5 882 7451. 7 904 7451.8 
1111 7427.0 8o8 7447.7 987 7440.2 1011 7433.4 

e 873 7446.5 1093 7426.1 1152 7402.4 
923 7443.6 1180 7410.3 1209 7388.8 
988 7438.1 1267 7399.6 1313 l 7363.0 

1051 7430.2 1361 7376.6 1425 7334.8 
1116 7421.6 1450 7358.6 1510 7313.4 
1180 7411.5 1540 7338.8 1594;. 7290.1 
1253 7398.9 1629 7317.6 1682 7271.0 
1331 7385.1 1713 7296.8 1764 7256.5 
1408 7371.0 1805 7273.0 
1483 7357.0 
1550 7343.1 
1622 7326.9 
1712 73o6.o 
1788 7288.5 
1873 7267.8 

e 1934 7252.6 

~/ Initial point is intersection of longitudinal and cross profile and 1967 
feet from initial point for cross profile. See Fig. 2. 



e • SPERRY GLACIER 

Longitudinal Profile No. 2 

August 2t>, 19!i'.7 September 20, 19~0 August 25z 195b 
Distance Elevation Distance Elevation Distanc..:'! Elevation 
from from from 
initial (feet) initial (feet) initial (feet) 
point point point 
~feet) ~feet~ {feet~ 

O a/ 7375.0 0 7375.0 oy 7375.0 
210 ~ 7361.7 305 El 7360.1 290 ~ 7360.2 
270 7373.3 345 7366.5 380 7370.1 
353 7402.8 385 7377.8 465 7383.6 
427 7428.8 435 7394.3 575 7404.o 
437 7431 .6 502 7412.6 669 7419.4 
509 7447.1 560 7426.0 760 £/ 7400.0 
554 7451.7 629 7434.7 851 7431.l 
620 7425.2 661 74J_7 .4 912 7458.2 
659 7416.1 696 740LL3 971 7490.6 
689 7412.9 732 7400.0 1039 7520.8 
767 7428.7 769 7402.3 1092 7545.5 
839 7457.5 813 7412.5 1196 7588.0 

854 7427.4 

~ Initial point is painted reference mark on rock ridge near left edge 
of glacier. Elevation assumed from study of 1938 map by J. L. Dyson. See 
Fig. 2. 

b/ Front of glacier. 
"'§) Estimated. 



• SPERRY GLACIER e 
e Cross Profile 

August 30, 1949 Se'.[)t. 19, 1950 August 191 1952 August 23, 1956 
Distance Elevation Distance Elevation Distance Elevation Distance Elevation 
from .. from from from 
initial (feet) initial (feet) initial (feet) initial (feet) 
point a/ point a/ point a/ point a/ 
(feetr (feet)- (feetr (feetf 

0 7699,3 0 7699.3 0 7699.3 0 7699,3 
93 ~ 7665.2 87 7667.6 71 7675.6 73 7673,7 

170 765i.5 147 7657.4 151 7665.2 145 7664.9 
288 7622.6 204 7645.6 237 7649.1 237 7649,3 
435 7600.6 276 7630.3 306 7633.8 332 7630.6 
550 7590.2 367 7610.0 381 7618.1 466 7612.0 
707 7585.6 455 7598.4 453 7605.7 564 7599,7 
885 7579.7 577 7588.0 525 7596.5 674 7589.0 

1034 . 7569.6 717 7582.4 606 7588.4 796 7583.5 
1138-c 7560.0 788 7580.3 672 7585.8 891 7581.6 

e 1238 7551.5 869 7577.1 763 7583.0 976 7579.1 
1342 7542.9 949 7573,5 839 7581.6 1061 7575,3 
1437 7536.0 1034 7567.7 938 7577.3 1156 7569.7 
1532 7530.8 1123 7560.5 1033 7572.8 1276 7559.0 
1637 7526.9 1217 7552.4 1127 7565.9 1381 7547.7 
1732 7524.4 1297 7545,3 1217 7558.4 1466 7540.5 
1857 7522.4 1376 7539.5 1311 7549.5 1561 7533,5 
1967 r:J 7526.8 1466 7533.3 1411 7542.0 1661 7527.9 
2052 7533.2 1571 7528.9 1505 7536.8 1771 7523.7 
2136 7540.4 1661 7525.9 1605 7531.8 1899 7524.6 

2235 7551.9 1756 7523.1 1703 7527.8 1967 r:J 7528.5 
2332 7563.0 1826 7522.3 1770 7526.3 2021 7;32.4 
2422 7574.6 1893 7523.5 1865 7526.2 2126 7541.0 
2501 7585.6 1967 £1 7526.7 1967 c/ 7530.6 2230 7552.4 
2594 7596.8 2051 7533,6 2062 - 7537,3 2330 7505.9 
2683 7607.3 2151 7542.5 2169 7547.1 2455 7584.3 
2767 7616.0 2244 7552.6 2268 7558.5 2632 7610.0 
2861 7624.8 2328 7563.4 2372 7572.3 2764 7628.0 
2956 7632.3 2402 7573,3 2470 7586.0 2932 7645.1 
31o6 7625.0 2480 7583.7 2568 7600.2 3216 7686.3 

3192 7665.1 2549 7593.1 2684 7615.7 
3219 7682.4 261.8 7601.6 2783 7626.5 

2737 7610.4 2875 7635.0 
2801 7620.8 2976 7641.3 
2885 7628.2 3085 7646.8 
2952 763i.6 3178 7672.5 
3015 7633.3 3234 ~/ 7702.5 
3082 7635.4 
3119 7646.1 
3162 7659.6 
3212 il./ 7679.4 

a/ Initial point on left bank. See Fig. 2. 
~Left edge of glacier. 
c/ Initial point for longitudinal profile No. 1. 
~Right edge of glacier. 
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GRINNELL GLACIER 
Profile No. 1 

___§~ptember 14z 1950 August 22z 1~52 Sep~ember 4z 1953 
Distance Elevation Distance Elevation Distance Elevation 
from from from 
initial (feet) initial (feet) initial (feet) 
point a/ point a/ point ~ 
~feetf ~feetf (feet~ 

0 6425.0 0 6425.0 0 6425.0 
47 6416.8 67 6416.7 38 6418.2 

122 6428.6 165 6438.8 74 6419.2 
194 6444.o 265 6462.7 141 6430.0 
251 6457.8 336 6472.6 201 6445.1 

295 6467.4 439 6485.4 281 6461.5 
368 6477.6 500 6490.8 423 6479.7 
456 6487.7 648 650J .. 9 476 6485.2 
551 6495.0 751 6511.3 561 6490.9 
616 6500.5 872 6519.5 660 6498.9 

685 6506.3 977 6525.0 761 6507.4 
740 6510.5 1102 6529.7 864 6515.1 
848 6518.5 1194 6530.9 959 6519.3 
958 6524.1 1307 6530.0 1019 6522.1 

1013 6525.5 1357 6529.3 1150 6525.3 
1412 6529.5 1243 6525.1 
1537 6529.5 1348 6523.5 
1692 6523.0 1432 6522.2 
1802 6522.1 1552 6519.3 
1882 6515.7 1674 6517.8 

1787 6514.1 
1878 6508.6 
1912 6504.1 

~ Initial point is reference point, elevation 6425. See Fig. 1. 



GRINNELL GLACIER 
Profile No. 1 

September 27! 1954 SeEtember Sz 1955 Au~uet JOl l25b 
Distel.nee Elevation Distance Elevation Distance Elevation 
from from from 
initial (feet) initial (feet) initial (feet) 
point a/ foint y pointy 
(feet)- feet) (feet) 

0 6425.0 0 6425.0 0 6425.0 
37 6419.8 73 6416.8 70 6417.6 
64 6420.3 140 6431.9 105 6425.2 

141 6429.8 212 6449.7 165 6439.9 
201 6444.8 280 6463.8 249 6458.2 

266 6460.4 339 6472.0 316 6469.6 
433 6482.7 403 64'19 .3 387 6477.4 
511 6488.9 553 64?0.9 446 6483.7 
651 6498.2 662 6499.4 561 6490.8 
773 6504.4 761 65G6.6 650 6498.2 

926 6518.3 865 6513.5 750 6505.5 
1080 6524.1 940 6518.l 844 6511.4 

1050 6522.4 959 6517.4 
1183 6524.8 1028 6520.2 
1283 6524.6 1153 6523.5 

1380 6524.4 1273 6524.2 
1480 6523.9 1413 6523.4 
1595 6522.8 1543 6522.0 
1680 6521.6 1648 6520.5 
1780* 6521.6 1753 6518.6 

1878 6510.5 
2023 6498.0 
2113 6508.4 
21S8 6526.4 

* Estimated. 
y Initial point is reference point, elevation 6425. See Fig. 1. 



GRINNELL GLACIER 
Profile No. 2 

September 14z 1950 August 22z 1952 September 4z 1953 
Distance Elevation Distance Elevation Distance Elevation 
from from from 
initial (feet) initial (feet) initial (feet) 
point a/ point ~ point ~ 
(feetf ~feet~ ~feet l 

0 6425.0 0 6425.0 0 6425.0 
70 6417.4 90 6416.5 63 6418.4 

185 6434.7 176 6434.1 96 6419.8 
277 6455,7 289 6459.3 144 6425.3 
359 6473.6 363 6475.0 255 6450.4 

422 6485.4 454 6491.0 346 6470.0 
490 6496.8 553 6503.9 472 6490.5 
558 6506.2 685 6517.6 556 6501.2 
622 6512.1 784 6526.5 671 6513.2 
727 6521.9 882 6533.5 800 6525.2 

811 6529.5 910 6535.7 948 6536,7 
920 6537.8 972 6541.6 1046 6545.9 

1014 6546.2 lo81 6550.6 1142 6553.7 
1133 6555,8 1180 6559.5 1251 6562.8 
1242 6565.0 1280 6567,5 1360 6570.6 

1357 6573.0 1347 6570.2 
1481 6581.6 1379 6572.9 
1644 6595.2 1457 6578.6 
1783 6610.6 1571 65:96 ,5 

1690 6597.9 
1784 6607.7 
1923 6619.2 
2022 6629.3 
2120 6641.3 
2199 6652.4 

~ Initial point is reference point, elevation 6425. See Fig. 1. 



GRINNELL GLACIER 
Profile No. 2 

~G~~tember 27, 1954 
riRt ance Elevation 

tueust 30 z 195b 
D:i.e·cance Elevation 

September 6, lQ55 Distance Eleva ..... ti.._o_n ___ _ 
f rcm 
initial 
point ~ 
(feet) 

0 
60 
67 

187 
264 

362 
515 
632 
751 
884 

985 
1102 
1218 
1318 
14ln 

(feet) 

6425.0 
61a9.6 
6420.0 
6433.4 
6451.l 

6474.9 
6499.7 
6512.0 
6522.9 
6534.o 

6542.1 
6552.9 
6562.6 
6570.2 
6579.1 

from 
initial 
point a/ 
(feet)-

0 
86 

154 
214 
291 

357 
441 
544 
643 
784 

921 
1109 
1293 
1566 

(feet) 

6425.0 
6415 .6 
6428.7 
6443.3 
6460.8 

6~7'5. 7 
6438.2 
650.:!..8 
6513.1 
6525.4 

6536.1 
6553.2 
6567.7 
6587.8 

~ Initial point is reference point, elevation 6425. 

15398 

from 
initial (feet) 
point ~ 
(feet) 

0 6425.0 
84 6415.8 

147 6429.3 
223 6446.9 
295 6464.o 

378 6478.9 
431 6487.4 
569 6505.2 
656 6513.4 
802 6527.6 

901 6534.8 
1005 6544.2 
1120 6554.6 
1248 6564.4 
1350 6571.1 

1432 6577.0 
1532 6585.6 
1651 6596.6 
1770 6605.6 
1874 6614.8 

1958 6622.7 
2121 6641.9 
2273 6662.0 
2377 6676.3 
2465 6690.8 

2548 6705.5 
2629 6724.9 
2772 6763.2 

See Fig. 1. 
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DATE 

S.pl.14 1950 
Aug.22,1952 

Sept• 1953 
Sipt.27,1954 

S.pl.6, 1955 

A119.30 1956 

STATION 
100-500 

6460.I 
6460.3 

6450.'I 
64S9.5 
6'460.6 

6461.7 

PROFILE NQ 2 
Mean Elevation Feet 
STATION STATION I STATION STATION 

500-1000 1000-1500 i 1500-2000 Z000-2500 

6523.3 6564.8 - -
6522..6 6563.8 6604.8 

6519.5 - - -
6522.0 6Mi4.4 - -
652!.8 6563.9 

6521.6 6563.8 sso•.s 

:::~~~~~~~~~~--,--~~.,---~~~~~~~.,---~~~~~~~.,---'--~~_-__ -__ -__ ~ __ -__ -__ -__ -_~ __ -__ -__ -__ -__ ~_-__ -_~~~~_-_'-~'-_j-_-~~-~------:.:__------.,---~-~,----__,,~J.;7~~~--,----~~+-~-

----~~ [,,56t-- -
6480)f-~~+-~~1--~--1~-:;;,.f"""==--+~~-+~~-+~~-+~~-L~----,::'=,-~--'--~~..L...~~-'--~--'L_~-::::!:-:-~~'-~-"~~-1~~-+~~-+~~-+~~-f-~~-t-~~-t-~~ 

J~ 
6440 ..L 

.... ~~·'''"'~ 
6400~'-"'L.. __ __[_ __ ____J_ __ _J __ __J 

0 -- 500 

j 
1000 1500 

PROFILE NQ I 
Mean Elevation Feet 

OATE ST.AT JON STATION STATION STATION 
100-500 500-IOOO 1000-!500 1500-2000 

Sept.14 1950 6463.5 6510.3 
Ai.9.22, 1952 6463.6 6510.0 
S.!£!4 1953 6460,2 650!5.5 '6523.6 
S.pl.27,1954 646LI 65051'"" 
Sept.8 1955 6462.0 6505.I 6523.9 

2000 2500 

DISTANCE IN FEET'TROM REFERENCE POINT, ELEVATION 64_25 A~<;r. 30, 1956 6462.6 6504.4 . 6522.9 

p,.cipitatl°" Goo• o 
~I 
i 

__ /'1) 

SCAL£ 1:4800 or I inch•400 fut 


